
What may happen if you don’t follow the playground charter: 
 

 An adult or PUP may speak to you 

 Asked to make amends, sometimes with ideas from others e.g. asked to clean up a 

mess 

 Loose privileges e.g. asked to stand by the teacher on duty 

 Your parents may be spoken to by the teacher 

 The Headteacher may speak to you  

 The school may need to make a plan to help you improve your behaviour 

 

 

 

 

 

☻ Tell someone ‘Stop I don’t like it’ if   
           they are doing something you don’t   
           like 

☻ Show kindness if someone is upset or  
           hurt 

☻ Put equipment away neatly 

☻ Wear your coats when it is cold, done   
           up and hoods up if it is very cold or     
           raining 

☻ Use a pass to come inside except   
           when putting your lunchbox away 

☻ Use a soft ball in the front yard 

☻ Be as quick and as clean as you can in   
           the toilets 

☻ Climb trees but no higher than 1 metre 

☻ Avoid damaging plants and flowers 

☻ Go to the toilet sensibly 

☻ Play on the grass only when it is dry 

☻ Make sure an adult can see you if you 
           need to get a ball by the court 

☻ Stay between the edge of the court   
           and the tree 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

× ROUGH PLAY  

× Cartwheels/Rolling down the 
yard or grass slope 

× Riding bikes around the bridge, 
standing on them or juniors 
using them 

× Spinning on bridge/feet on bars 
or on goalposts 

× Upsetting other people like: 
jumping on backs; throwing 
grass; splashing water 

× Toys from home  

× Staying in the toilet chatting 

× Climbing on the gas building/grit 
box 

× Climbing on, under or over the 
top of the climbing wall or on 
roundhouse walls/seats or 
tables or the church wall 

× Getting PE equipment from the 
hall 

× Going in to class or get things 
from class at playtimes 
 

 

 

 

 

 


